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Abstract
The iron aluminides discussed here are Fe–Al-based alloys, in which the matrix consists of the disordered bcc (Fe,Al) solid solution (A2) or the ordered
intermetallic phases FeAl (B2) and Fe3 Al (D03 ). These alloys possess outstanding corrosion resistance and high wear resistance and are lightweight
materials relative to steels and nickel-based superalloys. These materials are
evoking new interest for industrial applications because they are an economic alternative to other materials, and substantial progress in strengthening these alloys at high temperatures has recently been achieved by applying
new alloy concepts. Research on iron aluminides started more than a century
ago and has led to many fundamental findings. This article summarizes the
current knowledge of this field in continuation of previous reviews.
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1. HISTORICAL REMARKS
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Iron and aluminum are the most abundant metals in the earth’s crust. Therefore, it is not surprising
that, more than a century ago, metallurgists became interested in producing useful alloys from
these elements. The first discovery was that iron resists oxidation if alloyed with aluminum (1, 2).
It also became apparent that the wear resistance of Fe increased by alloying with Al, although at
the expense of ductility (3). In the first decades of the twentieth century, the search for alloys with
sufficient strength at high temperatures, i.e., above 600°C, and an acceptable minimum of ductility
at ambient temperatures dominated the development of Fe–Al-based alloys. Early developments
in Russia and Britain led to patented alloys (4–7), which had already been tested and optimized
for various properties. However, published evidence of these developments is scarce. The first
major development from which commercial parts were produced to some extent was Pyroferal© ,
an Fe–Al–C-based alloy, which was developed in the early 1950s in the former Czechoslovakia (8–
11). It was reportedly invented when scrap from World War II army remains was melted down to
overcome a shortage in raw materials. As the scrap contained a high share of airplane wreckage, the
resulting alloys had a high Al content. Compositions were optimized, and the resulting alloys were
employed for sand castings of heat-resistant equipment for furnaces. The precise composition
of Pyroferal has not been preserved, but it must have been approximately Fe–45Al–3.5C (11).
Production ceased in the early 1960s, when alloying elements for the production of stainless steels
became available again. However, there was an additional, more apparent, reason: Parts cast from
Pyroferal repeatedly disintegrated to powders after casting or while they were awaiting shipment
in the company’s outside yard (12). It is now clear that the compositions of Pyroferal were quite
close to the three-phase equilibrium B2 FeAl + graphite + Al4 C3 . As Al4 C3 disintegrates in contact
with hydrogen, e.g., in moist air, such reports seem plausible.
Developments of Fe–Al-based alloys in the United States can be traced back to at least the early
1950s, when alloy series termed Alfenol and Thermenol were developed at the Naval Ordnance
Laboratory (13–16), Ferral at the Ford Motor Company (17–19), DB-2 at The Martin Company
(20, 21), and Fe–Cr–Al at the Batelle Memorial Institute (22). Prototype duct halves and jet engine
compressor blades were forged from these alloys, and furnace hearths, heat-treat boxes, and turbine exhaust cones were welded (13, 15, 16, 23, 24). Reports from the Batelle Memorial Institute
provide an excellent summary of the early developments in the United States (25, 26). The development of Alfenol and specifically of Thermenol continued until the early 1970s under a contract
with the US Office of Saline Water in search of corrosion-resistant tubes for use in seawater desalinization (27). The feasibility of using Fe–Al in aircraft engines was investigated through the
1980s by Pratt & Whitney and TRW Inc. under contracts with the Air Force Wright Aeronautical Laboratories (28, 29). Finally, starting in the late 1980s, alloys based on D03 Fe3 Al and B2
FeAl were investigated in detail at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) in programs
aimed at developing new materials for fossil fuel conversion (30). Specifically, this extensive work
at ORNL and collaborating institutions led to a more in-depth understanding of iron aluminide–
based alloys. In particular, the phenomenon of environmental embrittlement (31) and details of
the yield stress anomaly (YSA) were encountered and clarified. Most of the ORNL reports are
now available and are an invaluable resource on all aspects of properties, alloy developments, and
processing of iron aluminide–based alloys, and a number of reviews summarize the work (32–
36).
Efforts to note in other countries include research in India, France—where the oxide
dispersion–strengthened (ODS) Grade 3 alloy was developed (37, 38)—Germany, and the Czech
Republic, as well as research by Maria Muñoz-Morris and David Morris at the University of
Neuchâtel, Switzerland, and later at CENIM in Madrid, Spain (39, 40).
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These efforts have been motivated by the advantageous properties of the iron aluminides, such
as their outstanding corrosion and wear resistance and relatively low density, as well as by the economic advantages of replacing stainless steels or Ni-base superalloys. The current review provides
an overview of the basic properties, physical metallurgy, processing, and applications of Fe–Albased alloys, especially the past 25 years, in continuation of previous reviews (32, 41, 42).

The current review focuses on Fe–Al-based alloys with Al contents of up to approximately 50 at%.
Figure 1a shows the phase diagram of the binary system in this composition range, revealing a
very high solubility of Al in the bcc αFe (A2) solid solution (43). Depending on the temperature,
up to 45-at% Al can be dissolved in the disordered bcc (Fe,Al) solid solution, which is usually
denoted by its Strukturbericht symbol, A2. While the added Al atoms statistically replace Fe atoms
in the disordered A2 phase, two different types of ordering of the Al atoms on the bcc lattice sites
occur at higher Al contents. For the B2-ordered phase FeAl, the corners of the cubic unit cell are
completely occupied by Fe atoms, while Al atoms are located at the center positions. The lattice
of the D03 -ordered phase Fe3 Al is also based on the simple bcc unit cell. However, in this case the
ideal structure is formed from cells with periodically alternating Al or Fe atoms in the center of
the cubic cell (see Figure 1b), and the resulting D03 structure has an fcc lattice.
Many publications state that the investigated alloys are Fe3 Al based or FeAl based. These denominations usually refer to Al contents between (a) approximately 25 and 35 at% and (b) approximately 35 and 52 at%, respectively. However, as Figure 1 shows, Fe3 Al-based alloys will become
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2. PHASE DIAGRAM AND CRYSTAL STRUCTURES
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Figure 1
(a) The Fe-rich part of the Fe–Al phase diagram showing the extended phase fields of the A2-disordered
solid solution (Fe,Al), B2-ordered solid solution (FeAl), and D03 -ordered solid solution (Fe3 Al). TC is the
ferromagnetic Curie temperature. Panel a is based on data reported in Reference 43. (b) The unit cells of the
three cubic structures (Fe, red; Al, blue; Fe or Al, shaded violet).
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B2-ordered FeAl or even disordered A2 (Fe,Al) and FeAl-based alloys will become disordered A2
(Fe,Al) with increasing temperature.

3. SELECTED PHYSICAL PROPERTIES
The physical properties of Fe–Al alloys are strongly affected by Al content and ordering state. Out
of the vast amount of literature on this topic, here we give only a few examples, focusing on some
selected, mainly application-related properties.

3.1. Density, Lattice Parameters, and Thermal Expansion
Annu. Rev. Mater. Res. 2019.49:297-326. Downloaded from www.annualreviews.org
Access provided by WIB6417 - Max-Planck-Gesellschaft on 12/16/20. For personal use only.

Al is lighter than Fe, and Al atoms are larger than Fe atoms. These two factors contribute to
the very beneficial, weight-reducing effect of Fe–Al-based materials as the density decreases from
7.87 g/cm3 for pure Fe to 5.59 g/cm3 for Fe-50Al (44). While the lattice parameter of the disordered A2 (Fe,Al) solid solution increases approximately linearly with Al content, the onset of D03
or B2 ordering leads to a significant decrease in the lattice parameter relative to the disordered
A2 state (45). The thermal expansion coefficients increase with Al content but are sensitive to
changes in ordering and magnetic state (46–48).

3.2. Young’s Modulus
The Young’s modulus of the A2 (Fe,Al) solid solution is strongly reduced by adding Al. The roomtemperature values continuously decrease from 210 GPa for pure Fe to a minimum of 121 GPa
near 26-at% Al in D03 Fe3 Al and then increase to 173 GPa at 36-at% Al. Above this composition
in B2 FeAl, the room-temperature Young’s modulus remains approximately constant up to 50-at%
Al (49).

3.3. Diffusivity and Thermal Conductivity
Tracer diffusion experiments show that the diffusivities of Fe and Al are of a similar magnitude in
Fe–Al alloys (50). The activation enthalpy for diffusion of Fe in Fe–Al alloys increases with increasing order as well as with increasing Al content. A comparison between the activation enthalpies
of diffusion and defect formation and migration enthalpies suggests that diffusion is mediated by
vacancy-type defects (50, 51).
The thermal conductivity of iron aluminides is poorer than that of stainless steels. With respect
to composition, both the room-temperature thermal conductivity and diffusivity reach local maxima at the stoichiometric compositions of the ordered compounds D03 Fe3 Al and B2 FeAl while
decreasing at intermediate compositions to minimum values of 9.5 W/(m·K) and 2.8·10−6 m2 /s
at 34-at% Al (52). Rudajevová & Buriánek (52) report that the thermal diffusivity is affected not
only by ordering but also by the presence of ferromagnetism, leading to a complex dependence on
temperature. In contrast, the thermal conductivity continuously increases with temperature for all
compositions.

3.4. Electrical Properties
As expected, the electrical resistivity of the A2 (Fe,Al) solid solution increases upon alloying with Al
at room temperature. Interestingly, it reaches a sharp maximum at 33–34-at% Al in D03 Fe3 Al and
decreases again on further Al addition up to 50 at% (53). This experimentally observed anomaly
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in the electrical resistivity occurs independently of heat treatment and ordering state (53) and was
explained to be a direct consequence of a continuous change in the electronic structure due to the
filling of the Fe 3d bands with Al 3p valence electrons (54).
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3.5. Magnetic Properties
At room temperature, Fe–Al is ferromagnetic up to an Al content of approximately 32 at%. The
ferromagnetic Curie temperature TC of the A2 (Fe,Al) solid solution decreases from 770°C for
pure Fe to 600°C at 23-at% Al, and TC of D03 Fe3 Al decreases from 508°C at 24-at% Al to
−273.2°C (0 K) at approximately 32-at% Al (43, 55). The average magnetic moment per atom
decreases upon alloying with the nonmagnetic Al. In the disordered A2 state, the amount of the
reduction can be described well by a simple dilution model, while the occurrence of D03 ordering
results in a significantly stronger decrease in the moment per atom. B2 FeAl is not ferromagnetic
because, due to the high Al content and the B2 ordering, the number of Fe nearest-neighbor
atoms surrounding an Fe atom is no longer sufficient to produce a ferromagnetic moment. However, by introducing some disorder into a B2 FeAl alloy, regions in the lattice can be produced
with sufficient Fe nearest neighbors to result in some spontaneous magnetization. Indeed, experiments proved that disordering of B2 Fe–40Al by ball milling (56), cold rolling (57), ion irradiation
(58, 59), or laser irradiation (60) leads to ferromagnetism. As this effect of disorder-induced ferromagnetism is reversible and the material can be transformed back to the paramagnetic state
by annealing, there were attempts to use the ion irradiation technique for small-scale magnetic
patterning, i.e., for fabricating arrays of submicrometer ferromagnetic structures at the surface
of nonmagnetic intermetallic Fe–40Al sheets, either via the focused ion beam (FIB) technique or
via ion irradiation through prelithographed PMMA [poly(methyl methacrylate)] masks (58, 59).
However, both methods have shortcomings. While FIB is a rather slow patterning technique, writing the dots one by one, irradiation through PMMA masks leads to a progressive thinning of the
masks until the remaining PMMA layer is too thin to stop the incoming ions (59). More recently,
short-pulse laser irradiation applied to polycrystalline B2 Fe–40Al films was successfully proven
to be another method for producing rewritable ferromagnetism (60).

4. MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
4.1. Yield Strength
Iron aluminide–based alloys possess excellent yield strength in relation to steels and Co- and Nibase alloys (see Figure 2a). Particularly if the density-corrected specific strength (Figure 2b) is
considered, iron aluminides have the potential to replace these more expensive materials, at least
for temperatures of up to 800°C.
A closer look at the temperature dependence of the yield stress of iron aluminide–based alloys reveals that three different ranges exist (Figure 3). For temperatures of up to approximately
400°C, the yield strength is strongly influenced by quenched-in vacancies; i.e., the processing of
the material plays a crucial role. Fe–Al alloys contain a comparable high amount of thermal vacancies, which at lower temperatures strongly affect the mobility of dislocations. The high number of
constitutional vacancies is due to their low enthalpy of formation [Hvf = 0.7–1.2 eV for D03 Fe3 Al
(61–63); Hvf = 0.8–1.1 eV for B2 FeAl (62, 64, 65)]. Depending on the vacancy concentration,
the yield stress can vary by a factor of two to five for a given composition (66, 67). Therefore,
for comparison of the yield stress of different Fe–Al alloys, usually a heat treatment at 400°C for
168 h is performed because a minimum concentration of thermal vacancies can be obtained at approximately this temperature (68, 69). However, for Fe–Al alloys envisioned for service at ambient
www.annualreviews.org
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Figure 2
(a) Yield strength and (b) density-corrected specific yield strength of iron aluminide–based alloys in relation to steels and Co- and
Ni-base alloys at ε̇ = 10−4 s−1 .
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Figure 3
σ 0.2 tensile or compressive yield stress of Fe–26–28-at% Al after rapid cooling [laser metal deposition
(LMD)], after moderate cooling (as cast), and in a well-annealed state (400°C/672 h). The strain rate is
1 × 10−4 s−1 . The area shaded in red indicates the temperature range in which the yield stress is influenced
by quenched-in vacancies, and the red arrow indicates how the yield stress varies with vacancy concentration.
The area shaded in blue shows the temperature range in which the yield stress is affected by the yield stress
anomaly (YSA), and the blue arrow indicates the dependence of the YSA on deformation rate. Previously
unpublished data of as-cast and annealed alloys are from J. Deges. LMD data are from Reference 126.
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temperatures, strengthening by quenched-in (i.e., thermal) vacancies is a viable method, and the
yield stress may be adjusted by controlling the cooling rate.
Between approximately 400°C and 600°C, iron aluminide–based alloys show an increase in
yield stress (Figure 3). This unusual increase with increasing temperature, termed YSA, is observed for many intermetallic phases. It has been conclusively shown that the YSA in Fe–Al is not
connected with the D03 ↔ B2 transformation (70). Although the underlying mechanisms have not
been fully clarified, quenched-in vacancies clearly play a major role (40, 71–74). Up- and downquenching experiments after various heat treatments (73, 75) led to the conclusion that hardening
by immobile thermal vacancies on the low-temperature side of the YSA and loss of hardening due
to increased thermal mobility with increasing temperature are responsible for the YSA (72). In
addition, a change in the dislocation structure for B2 from 111 superdislocations to 100 perfect dislocations (76–79) occurs in the temperature range of the YSA. Reactions or decomposition
of the 111 superdislocations creating local pinning points (39, 80), combined with quenched-in
vacancies, is believed to contribute to the YSA (40, 81). Such mechanisms explain the strong strain
rate dependence of the yield stress in the range of the YSA. Although one investigation found only
a minor decrease in the peak of the YSA at decreasing strain rates (82), the general observation is
that a pronounced decrease in the peak of the YSA occurs with decreasing strain rates, which may
lead to the vanishing of the YSA peak at strain rates below 1 × 10−7 s−1 (74, 83, 84). The practical consequences are that, under the low strain rate deformation conditions often seen in service
at high temperatures, i.e., creep, the YSA has no strengthening effect, while at high deformation
rates, e.g., during hot forming in this temperature range, unduly high strength may be encountered. The temperature at which the actual maximum of the YSA occurs and the actual yield
stress at the YSA can be widely affected by alloying, and even twofold YSAs have been reported
(85).
Above the YSA peak temperature, Fe–Al alloys show normal behavior in that the yield stress
decreases with increasing temperature. This decrease is particularly rapid in binary Fe–Al alloys
(Figure 4). Because this problem has long been considered the major obstacle in the application of
Fe–Al alloys, extensive efforts have been devoted to increasing the strength at high temperatures
(39, 86–90). Section 4.3 provides an overview of different strengthening strategies.
The yield stress of binary Fe–Al between room temperature and 550°C increases with increasing Al content up to a pronounced maximum just below 25-at% Al, i.e., the stoichiometric composition of Fe3 Al (Figure 4). After a sharp drop, the yield stress rises again with further increases
in Al content (32, 91–93). With increasing temperature, the maximum becomes less pronounced,
and at 700°C, i.e., above the stability of D03 Fe3 Al in the binary system, only a slight increase in
the yield stress with Al content and the absence of a maximum are observed (92). Additionally, no
marked increase in the yield stress is observed at this temperature when the disordered A2 (Fe,Al)
solid solution becomes ordered B2 FeAl at higher Al contents (Figure 4).

4.2. Creep
One of the early key findings was that binary Fe–Al alloys lose their (creep) strength near the
critical temperature of the D03 /B2 transition (94). The decrease in long-range order, which leads
to a higher mobility of the dislocations, is the obvious explanation. However, as Cahn (95) pointed
out, interdiffusion in B2 FeAl has a pronounced composition dependence. Therefore, a decrease
in interdiffusivity or a lowered self-diffusion in D03 Fe3 Al relative to B2 FeAl may also account
for the higher creep resistance of D03 Fe3 Al (95). Creep in B2 FeAl is controlled by viscous glide
of dislocations not leading to subgrain formation, and a high dislocation density therefore results.
This results in low stress exponents between 3 and 4 (96). By alloying, the deformation behavior
www.annualreviews.org
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σ 0.2 yield stress of binary Fe–Al at 100°C, 500°C, and 700°C as a function of Al content (based on data from
References 70, 92, and 293–295) for strain rates of 1 × 10−4 s−1 to 3 × 10−3 s−1 . Compositions indicated by
arrows for the A2/B2/D03 transition at the temperatures shown are from Reference 43, with data for 100°C
extrapolated from higher temperatures.

during creep can be changed to be controlled by dislocation climb. In this case, stress exponents
between 4 and 5 are observed, and these values are typical for many iron aluminide alloys (96).
Also, creep strength is little—if at all—affected by the Al content (74), while at least for Al-rich
B2 FeAl, the initial grain size has a marked, if complex, effect (97). In summary, creep strength of
binary Fe–Al is inadequate due to the high diffusivity in the open bcc lattice (74).

4.3. Alloying Concepts for Enhanced (Creep) Strength
Insufficient creep strength above approximately 500°C has been a major concern that has prohibited a wider application of iron aluminide–based alloys. Classical strengthening concepts for
Fe–Al alloys are derived from the developments of steels and rely mainly on carbide precipitation. Although an appreciable increase in (creep) strength can be achieved, strength usually falls
short relative to advanced high-alloyed steels, e.g., P92 (Figure 5). Moreover, (a) carbides tend
to coarsen rapidly above a threshold temperature, resulting in a drastic drop in strength; (b) an
even distribution of fine carbide precipitates, specifically at grain boundaries, is hard to attain; and
(c) most carbides form plates or needles, acting as internal sources for crack nucleation within the
brittle material.
Borides have approximately the same strengthening effect as carbides (Figure 5). However,
as they often form by a eutectic reaction and not from a supersaturated solid solution, alignment
of the boride precipitates along grain boundaries is possible. Such a distribution of the boride
precipitates is important, as one reason for the loss of strength at high temperatures is the rapid
coarsening of the Fe–Al matrix. The borides pin the grain boundaries and do not coarsen up to
high temperatures (98, 99). Furthermore, boride-strengthened alloys have improved ductility (see
Section 4.4).
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Figure 5
Secondary creep of iron aluminide–based alloys (at 650°C) strengthened by different mechanisms. Data for
binary Fe–28Al (from Reference 296) and the high-strength 9-wt% Cr steel P92 (from Reference 297) are
shown for comparison. Other data from References 116, 120, and 298.

Fe–Al alloys with coherent precipitates—also termed ferritic superalloys, as their microstructures resemble those of Ni-base superalloys—have (creep) strengths that often outperform those
of advanced steels (Figure 5) (100). With respect to strengthening, whether the alloys have an
A2 + B2, an A2 + L21 , or a B2 + L21 microstructure does not matter. Coherent microstructures
can form where a stable miscibility gap exists (e.g., Fe–Al–X systems, with X = Ni, Co, V, Ti) or
metastably during cooling when precipitation of the stable (Laves) phase in the supersaturated
matrix is kinetically retarded (X = Nb, Ta). While for the former alloys rapid coarsening can be
an issue, the latter ones are limited in temperature in that the stable Laves phase forms in Fe–Al–
Nb above approximately 650°C (101) and in Fe–Al–Ta above 750°C (102). In principle, the Laves
phase can also be employed for the strengthening of Fe–Al alloys, but again the noncontrollable
distribution, specifically when the Laves phase solidifies from the melt, has precluded any alloy
developments.
However, the abovementioned transformation from the metastable Heusler phase to the stable
Laves phase can help to control the distribution of the Laves phase within the microstructure.
By long-term heat treatments, doping with boron or hot working and a successive short heat
treatment precipitation of the Laves phase at grain or subgrain boundaries can be realized (103,
104). Such strengthening by thin films of intermetallic phases, e.g., the Laves phase, on grain
boundaries is also a new concept currently being investigated for steels (105, 106).
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Figure 6
Transition from brittle to ductile behavior in Fe–25Al (continuous) and Fe–45Al (abrupt) with marked
brittle-to-ductile transition temperature (BDTT). Data from Reference 115.

Binary Fe–Al alloys lose their strength when the fcc D03 structure transforms to B2 with increasing temperature. As the maximum temperature for this transformation is 545°C, increasing
this transformation temperature through alloying is another viable approach for strengthening
Fe–Al alloys. In some Fe–Al–X systems, complete miscibility exists between binary D03 and the
ternary structural equivalent L21 up to the composition of the Heusler phase Fe2 XAl. With increasing X content, the D03 (L21 )/B2 ordering temperature increases, e.g., to more than 1,025°C
for Fe2 VAl (107) and up to 1,212°C for Fe2 TiAl (108). The resulting alloys are strong (Figure 5)
(107) but are also usually quite brittle (109).
As D03 Fe3 Al and B2 FeAl have large solid solubilities for many alloying elements, solidsolution hardening is a viable method for increasing the yield stress. For example, the 800°C
yield stress of B2 FeAl can be increased from approximately 20 MPa to 90–115 MPa by alloying with 4-at% V, Ti, or Mo (90). Therefore, solid-solution hardening of the Fe–Al matrix can
be used as an additional measure for strengthening. In addition, the alloying elements may raise
the D03 ↔ B2 transition temperature. Combined with boride strengthening, Fe–Al alloys such as
Fe–Al–Mo–Ti–B may thus attain a modest strength at higher temperatures, as shown in Figure 5.

4.4. Ductility
Although intrinsically ductile, both D03 Fe3 Al and B2 FeAl are subject to moisture or hydrogen
embrittlement (110, 111), which is a concern for nearly every practical application. Environmental
embrittlement is related to hydrogen interacting with the crack tip. The iron aluminide reacts with
moisture, forming Al2 O3 and atomic hydrogen (31, 110). The hydrogen propagates to the crack
tip, causing brittle cleavage crack propagation and premature failure (111). Therefore, tensile ductility at room temperature does not exceed 2–4% in the presence of moisture (42), which however
is still favorable relative to many other intermetallic phases. Zamanzade et al. (112) provided a
detailed review of hydrogen embrittlement of iron aluminides.
Interestingly, binary D03 Fe3 Al and B2 FeAl do not show a marked brittle-to-ductile transition
temperature (BDTT) up to approximately 42-at% Al; marked BDTT is a characteristic feature
of most intermetallic phases (96, 113, 114). Instead, the change from brittle to ductile behavior
takes place gradually over a temperature range of 150–200°C (Figure 6). Also, relative to other
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Figure 7
Brittle-to-ductile transition temperatures (BDTTs) of as-cast Fe–Al(–X…) alloys. Increased ductility after
processing is denoted by arrows. Data for binary Fe–Al from Reference 294 (Charpy tests) and Reference
115 (four-point bending). Figure adapted with permission from Reference 116.

intermetallic phases, binary Fe–Al alloys are ductile at relatively low temperatures. Up to approximately 42-at% Al, they become ductile between −100°C (0-at% Al) and 100°C, while the
temperature at which the alloy becomes ductile jumps to 750°C (115, 116). This jump is associated with a change from transgranular to intergranular fracture, and the alloys then show a clear
BDTT (Figure 6). Unfortunately, nearly all Fe–Al–X alloys show a comparable jump in that only
small additions of a third element drastically increase the temperature at which the alloy becomes
ductile (Figure 7).
Increasing the ductility of iron aluminide alloys has been another major research topic. As the
brittleness of the Fe–Al alloys is due to environmental effects, alloying may be beneficial. However, of all investigated additions, Cr is the only one that may improve ductility by having a direct
effect on environmental embrittlement, although reports are varying. Zamanzade et al. (112) provided a comprehensive review, with specific emphasis on the effect of Cr. Small additions of boron
have also been claimed to increase the ductility of B2 FeAl (42, 89, 117), possibly because boron
segregates to grain boundaries, thereby increasing grain boundary cohesion (118, 119). More recently, researchers found, for a couple of Fe–Al–Mo/W–Ti–B alloys with high boron contents to
precipitate borides at grain boundaries, that these alloys maintained ductility at comparably low
temperatures (Figure 7) (99, 120). This behavior is quite remarkable because in other intermetallic
alloys the beneficial effect of adding boron disappears when borides form along grain boundaries
(121). Moreover, an Fe–Al–Nb alloy doped with boron to precipitate a continuous film of Laves
phase along the grain boundaries was ductile at comparably low temperatures [Fe–Al–Nb–(B) in
Figure 7] (104). The latter finding matches recent reports on steels strengthened by close-packed
phases precipitated along grain boundaries (122). Apparently, although these phases are inherently
brittle, no cracking occurs along or through these brittle phases as long as they form a more or less
continuous grain boundary film on the order of 1-μm thickness. In the case of the Laves phase,
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compressive stresses at the grain boundaries may be one explanation for this astonishing observation. In the case of iron aluminides, films of borides or the Laves phase could also prevent ingress
of moisture along grain boundaries, thereby inhibiting environmental embrittlement. In addition,
precipitates at grain boundaries inhibit coarsening/abnormal grain growth at high temperatures
(28, 89, 99).
Another possibility is that ductility may improve below some critical grain size (42). A compilation of various data from the literature indicates that, below a grain size of approximately
10 μm, a substantial increase in ductility might be expected (123). Increased ductility has also been
observed for fine-grained (<10-μm) D03 Fe3 Al obtained by refining with TiB2 (28), while TiB2 refined B2 FeAl alloys with grain sizes of 40–50 μm showed no improved ductility (124). However,
this finding apparently cannot be generalized. Fe–30Al–10Ti with an average grain size of <5 μm
showed the same BDTT as its as-cast counterpart with an average grain size of >100 μm (125). In
contrast, an extremely coarse-grained and textured Fe–28Al alloy produced by additive manufacturing was ductile at room temperature (126). Whether the improved ductility of this alloy is due
to internal stresses is not clear, as local X-ray diffraction investigations yielded no clear evidence. It
has been frequently demonstrated that deformation processing can also improve ductility (14, 34,
127–130), although it is not clear whether, e.g., grain refinement or an increased number of mobile dislocations is responsible (123). Figure 7 includes examples of the improvement in ductility
after rolling, forging, or additive manufacturing.
As discussed above, vacancies have a strong hardening effect. As is the case for many other
hardening mechanisms, ductility decreases simultaneously, probably because vacancies act as a
solute for pinning dislocations (123). Consequently, ductility can improve by reducing the vacancy
concentration through slow cooling and/or annealing at low temperature, although usually at the
expense of strength (131–134).
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4.5. Fatigue
Data on fatigue of iron aluminides are comparably scarce (42). Only a few investigations have been
performed on various alloy compositions by employing different test conditions. This scarcity of
data prevents identification of general trends.
Most of the available information stems from the work of two groups, both of which focused
on fatigue crack growth. Stoloff and coworkers studied Fe3 Al-based alloys (135, 137, 140), while
the group of Henaff focused on FeAl alloys (136, 138). In agreement with other researchers (139),
both groups found that environmental embrittlement by moist air has a major effect on fatigue
crack growth in iron aluminides. Whether the mechanism for this environmental effect is embrittlement of the crack tip (111, 141) or lowering of the surface energy by adsorption of water
vapor (142, 143) has not been conclusively settled. There seems to be no straightforward relation between ductility observed under static loading and ductility observed under cyclic loading
(135). For example, Cr can improve the tensile ductility, but does not improve the fatigue behavior, of iron aluminides (141, 144, 145). The reason may be that Cr promotes the formation
of an oxide film, which suppresses environmental embrittlement, but the oxide film may be repeatedly disrupted during fatigue cycling so that it is no longer protective (141, 146). In contrast, a small amount of Zr, which also promotes oxide film formation, showed a positive effect on
ductility during both tensile and fatigue testing (147). Furthermore, alloying additions may have
varying effects on fatigue crack growth rates when the number of cycles and/or loads is varied
(135).
Investigation of high-cycle fatigue of binary Fe–24Al and Fe–29Al showed that the fatigue
resistance improved when, instead of the single D03 structure, a coherent two-phase A2 + D03
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microstructure was present (148, 149). Moreover, anomalous strengthening in the temperature
range of the YSA does not necessarily result in an increased fatigue life (150).
Analyses of the fractured surfaces revealed fracture by transgranular cleavage in most cases
(144, 149, 151–153). However, the fracture mode may change from transgranular to a mixed mode
and subsequently to intergranular if the environment becomes more aggressive in terms of environmental embrittlement (140, 154). By approximately 500°C, there are signs of ductile fracture
(150), and the failure mode is a combination of fatigue cracking and cyclic creep (149, 152).
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4.6. Wear and Erosion
There are several investigations of the wear and erosion behavior of iron aluminides. However, due
to some contradictory results and the variety of test methods, test conditions, and tested materials,
it is difficult to draw general conclusions.
Iron aluminides possess good to excellent wear resistance that may equal or even outperform
that of Cr steels (155, 156). A number of investigations evaluated the wear behavior, testing iron
aluminides under various conditions as bulk alloys (157), coatings (158–162), binders for cemented
hard phases (163, 164), and hard phases in ductile binders (165, 166). The wear resistance increases
with increasing Al content, i.e., with increasing hardness (167, 168). The formation of an Al2 O3
oxide scale (169, 170), alloying additions to binary Fe–Al (155, 171), or addition of a hard second
phase (168, 172, 173) can also improve the wear resistance. In contrast, the degree of long-range
ordering in D03 Fe3 Al has only a minor effect on wear (157), although a decrease in wear and
erosion rates has been correlated with an increase in the critical temperature for the D03 ↔ B2
transition (155). The improvement in the wear resistance by an oxide scale has been attributed
to an improvement in tribological properties by reducing the coefficient of friction (169). There
is also an indication that environmental embrittlement may decrease the wear resistance, as a
much higher weight loss has been observed after wet abrasion than after dry abrasion at otherwise
identical conditions (174).
Iron aluminide bulk alloys and cermets show a ductile erosion behavior (160, 168, 175). Again,
erosion resistance increases with increasing Al content. This behavior was attributed to an increase
in strain hardening rates, which leads to rapid work hardening of the surface, thereby limiting
deformation to a shallow region (175). For cermets, erosion resistance strongly depends on the
microstructure rather than on hardness (168). Specifically, at high temperatures, at which oxidation
plays a strong role, the erosion behavior of an iron aluminide outperforms that of a steel (156).

5. CORROSION
The outstanding property of the iron aluminide–based alloys is their corrosion resistance. They
form dense and adherent Al2 O3 scales, which then protect the alloy against further attack by a
hostile environment. The scales may form during service in oxidizing environments or can be
generated by preoxidation.

5.1. Oxidation
When research on the oxidation behavior of Fe–Al alloys started, one immediate finding was that,
when approximately 8-wt% (15-at%) Al is added, an oxidation resistance is obtained that equals
or surpasses that of heat-resistant steels (Figure 8) (176–178). Researchers later established that
the minimum Al content necessary for Al2 O3 formation decreases with increasing temperature,
i.e., from approximately 20-at% Al at 600°C to 10-at% Al at 1,000°C (Figure 8) (179, 180). This
is the Al content necessary for the formation of dense and adherent α-Al2 O3 scales, while at lower
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Figure 8
Parabolic rate constants kp of binary Fe–Al at 700°C and 900°C in air as a function of Al content. Data for
two Cr steels at 900°C are given for comparison and are from Reference 180.

Al contents, iron oxide scales or mixed oxide scales form. The formation of α-Al2 O3 is preceded by
the formation of metastable polymorphs like - and γ-Al2 O3 , which are porous and therefore less
protective (181). Depending on variables such as temperature, alloy composition, and the partial
pressures of oxygen and water vapor, a metastable hydroxide will initially form, and the type of hydroxide will determine the sequence of transformation to Al2 O3 (182, 183). The metastable phases
are later undergrown by α-Al2 O3 and finally also transform to α-Al2 O3 , but this is a slow process
(184). At 900°C, this transient period lasts approximately 100–150 h and becomes considerably
shorter or longer at higher or lower temperatures, respectively (185–187).
Alloying has a marked effect on the oxidation behavior of Fe–Al. Most alloying additions impair
the oxidation resistance, although not always in a detrimental way (181). The addition of Cr lowers
the minimum Al content required for the formation of Al2 O3 scales (179). However, for Fe–28Al
with up to 6-at% Cr, the scales grow faster and are therefore less adherent (188). Ni (179), Mo
(189), Co (181), Mn (181), and many other elements neither improve nor deteriorate the oxidation
resistance, while small additions of Y, Zr, or Hf improve scale adhesion (190–193). Temperature,
oxygen partial pressure, and the concentration of the alloying addition have a crucial effect on
the oxidation behavior. For all alloying additions, concentration limits exist beyond which the
oxidation behavior deteriorates.
The little information that is available about the oxidation behavior in humid air or steam
indicates that—even though the behavior can be quite different from that in dry air—binary or
Hf-doped Fe–Al alloys form protective Al2 O3 scales at Al contents of approximately 20-at% Al or
higher in these environments (194, 195). Fe–28Al–5Cr alloys with minor additions of Zr, Mo, and
Nb even showed lower parabolic rate constants when tested in humid air relative to dry air, and
this outcome was related to the faster transformation kinetics of the transient Al2 O3 polymorphs
transforming to α-Al2 O3 (196). Additionally, at elevated temperatures of 650–800°C, iron aluminide coatings showed excellent oxidation resistance in humid air or steam (197–199).

5.2. Sulfidation and Carburization
Iron aluminide–based alloys are also well known for their excellent sulfidation resistance (32, 87,
200). The basis for the good sulfidation resistance of binary iron aluminides is, again, the formation
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of Al2 O3 scales (201). Alloying can have a varying effect on the sulfidation behavior, because,
depending on the alloying addition, various scales may form, and again temperature and sulfur
partial pressure play a crucial role (189, 202, 203). Preoxidation to form an Al2 O3 scale before
exposure to a sulfidizing environment can markedly improve the corrosion resistance (204–206).
Few investigations have dealt with the carburizing behavior of iron aluminide alloys. At high
temperatures (850–1,100°C), a couple of Fe–Al–Cr alloys showed no signs of carburization, presumably because a protective Al2 O3 scale had formed (203). At lower temperatures, resistance
against metal dusting—i.e., disintegration into a fine mixture termed coke, which consists of
graphite and fine metal particles or carbides—has been investigated (207–210). Systematic work
on binary Fe–Al alloys revealed that resistance against metal dusting improved with increasing Al
content and increasing temperature and that such resistance was again related to the formation
of a protective Al2 O3 scale (208, 210). Investigators have also shown that metal dusting of Fe–Al
can be reduced or even prohibited by further alloying (209), but comprehensive results are still
missing.

5.3. Wet Corrosion
It has been claimed that the aqueous corrosion resistance of iron aluminides is poor (211, 212).
This statement is true for many acidic, specifically Cl− -containing, electrolytes. However, alloying
can markedly improve wet corrosion resistance in specific electrolytes, and formation of a continuous oxide scale can substantially improve wet corrosion behavior even in strong acids. The
aqueous corrosion resistance of Fe–Al has been examined mainly through electrochemical studies
(reviewed in 213). According to these studies, the passivation behavior of Fe–Al is due to the combined effect of Al, which passivates through formation of an Al2 O3 film, and Fe, which passivates
through the formation of iron oxide. During aqueous corrosion, protective films consisting of hydroxides or oxides of Al and Fe form. Relative to pure Fe, these films reduce the active dissolution
of Fe–Al alloys, and the passivation and repassivation behavior of Fe–Al improves with increasing
Al content (213, 214). The aqueous corrosion behavior of Fe–Al alloys varies in that they show
passivation in neutral and alkaline environments but moderate to high corrosion rates in strong
acids, specifically in the presence of Cl− . Not much information is available about the effect of
alloying elements on the aqueous corrosion behavior of Fe–Al. Cr generally improves the corrosion behavior of Fe–Al, specifically in combination with Mo (215, 216). There are conflicting
reports as to whether aqueous corrosion resistance can be improved by formation of an Al2 O3
scale through preoxidation. For binary Fe–Al, a marked improvement was observed after preoxidation (217), while for alloyed Fe–Al, aqueous corrosion behavior sometimes deteriorated (218).
That preoxidation is not in general effective in improving aqueous corrosion resistance has also
been attributed to the fact that in some cases noncontinuous oxide scales formed on alloyed Fe–Al
(219, 220). A general comparison of the aqueous corrosion behavior of Fe–Al with that of stainless
steels is difficult, as results strongly depend on the electrolyte type. However, in many investigations of the aqueous corrosion resistance of iron aluminides, stainless steels were incorporated as
a reference, and the corrosion resistance of the investigated Fe–Al alloys was often found to be
comparable to that of the steels.
Few data are available on immersion tests. While weight losses after immersion in sulfuric acid
continuously increased from pure Fe to Fe–Al containing 30-at% Al (221), immersion tests in
seawater showed that corrosion resistance improved with increasing Al content (27). Neutral salt
spray tests on binary Fe–Al revealed that corrosion resistance constantly improved up to an Al
content of approximately 30 at% and that it could be further improved by addition of passivityinducing elements (222). In the latter case, the improvement was related to the formation of dense
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layers of Fe3 O4 (magnetite) during the tests (221, 222). For Fe-Al-Mo alloys, the resistance to salt
spray surpasses that of stainless steel 403 (16).

5.4. Hot Corrosion
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Hot corrosion of iron aluminides, i.e., corrosion by salt deposits or salt melts at high temperatures,
has been investigated to some extent (36, 223). Again, if the main corrosive attack during hot
corrosion is by oxidation and if the Al content is sufficient for the formation of protective oxide
scales, then iron aluminides show excellent corrosion resistance (224–226). If the main corrosive
attack is not by oxidation, the corrosion resistance of iron aluminides can vary (36).

6. SYNTHESIS
Fe–Al alloys are usually produced from the pure elements by IM (induction melting). On a laboratory scale, VIM (vacuum induction melting) under inert gas is commonly employed, while in
industry, melts from up to several thousand kilograms have been produced by AIM (air induction
melting) and ESR (electroslag remelting) (25, 227). Exo-MeltTM is a melting procedure specifically developed for industrial production of nickel and iron aluminides (228). Melting in air is
possible because the Fe–Al melts form a gas-tight slag, which prevents the underlying melt from
further oxidation. Melting by other techniques, such as arc melting and electron beam melting, is
also frequently used for the production of small amounts of alloys. Directional solidification and
single-crystal growth have been performed using classical techniques like the Bridgman and floating zone techniques (229, 230). As for the case of Pyroferal, melting Fe–Al alloys from abundantly
available scrap has been repeatedly investigated (231–233). Although production of homogeneous
alloys by melting has been considered difficult (42), by all the abovementioned techniques, homogeneous alloys can be obtained.
Synthesis of Fe–Al alloys by various powder metallurgical methods has also been widely investigated. Consolidation by self-propagating high-temperature synthesis (234–237) or spark plasma
sintering (238, 239) has been established to produce iron aluminides from mechanically alloyed
elemental powders. The exothermic reaction between Fe and Al essentially helps in the consolidation of the powders, and iron aluminide + Al2 O3 composites have been produced via the thermite
reaction (240).

7. PROCESSING
Processing of iron aluminide–based alloys by standard and nonstandard techniques is well established. Although processing parameters for specific alloys may vary, iron aluminides can be
produced within the process windows used for Cr steels. Thermomechanical treatment in the disordered A2 condition as well as in the ordered B2 condition has been demonstrated (reviewed in
25, 32, 116, 241, 242).

7.1. Casting
Ingots for further processing can be obtained by casting into steel molds, cast-iron molds, or Cu
molds (at the laboratory scale). To avoid hydrogen-induced porosity/cracking, molds should be
carefully dried. Cast parts have been successfully produced by various casting techniques, including sand casting, centrifugal casting, and precision casting (212, 228, 243). Strip casting has been
employed for subsequent cold rolling of iron aluminides (244). Cast parts usually show good form
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filling, low porosity, and smooth surfaces. However, if no measures are taken, Fe–Al casts can be
rather coarse grained and can therefore easily crack. Casting of various parts on an industrial scale
has been demonstrated (11, 12, 223, 228).
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7.2. Forging
Cast ingots or consolidated powder samples are also frequently used as preforms for forging (29,
245–248). Although conditions for forging may vary depending on the specific alloys, the process
windows are usually close to those used for Cr steels. Forging is specifically employed—as a first
process step—for refining the microstructures of Fe–Al alloys, either (a) to break down the microstructure to obtain fine-grained alloys with enhanced ductility (249, 250) or (b) to redistribute
precipitates (248). Duct halves and steam turbine and compressor blades have been produced by
industrial forging (16, 23, 251, 252).

7.3. Rolling
The possibility of producing plates, sheets, and tapes by hot and cold rolling of iron aluminides
has been frequently demonstrated (14, 253–255). Alloys with an Al content of up to approximately
30-at% Al may be processed according to the parameters used for rolling of Cr steels (129, 256).
At higher Al contents, the rolling resistance becomes too high so that spacers have to be used or
the alloys have to be canned (257, 258). Rolled products often show enhanced ductility, which has
been explained by (a) the creation of mobile dislocations after short annealing; (b) reduced crack
propagation by the formation of pancake-shaped grains; and (c) a reduction of environmental
embrittlement (127, 259). However, ductility may be limited for coiling of sheets (260). From
the produced sheets, laminated cores for magnetic applications and heating elements have been
punched out (14, 254).

7.4. Powder Metallurgical Processing
As for most other intermetallic materials, powder metallurgical processing of iron aluminides
has been investigated to some extent (261). Hot extrusion has been frequently performed to
consolidate prealloyed powders, often with additions of oxides or borides to obtain dispersionstrengthened materials (28, 29, 262). Iron aluminide/steel tubes have been produced by coextruding the two materials (263), and ODS tubes have been investigated as well (264).
The production of samples and parts by additive manufacturing has been investigated using all
currently employed techniques, e.g., selective laser melting (SLM), laser-engineered net shaping
(LENS), laser metal deposition (LMD), and electron beam melting (EBM) (126, 265, 266). These
techniques also allow for the production of chemically graded samples and parts (267).

7.5. Coatings
The outstanding feature of iron aluminides is their corrosion resistance. Therefore, much effort
has been put toward the development of Fe–Al-based coatings (recently reviewed in 268, 269).
Numerous compositions have been tested and used for the coating of various materials, but with
some emphasis on coating of steels. High-velocity oxygen fuel spraying is the most widely used
technique for the application of Fe–Al coatings, but other coating methods have also been extensively explored (270). The majority of the coatings have been developed for corrosion protection,
although wear-resistant coatings are also of great interest (158–162). Fabrication on an industrial
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scale has been demonstrated, and tests have been performed for applications in various environments (197, 198, 268, 271).

7.6. Machining
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Machining of iron aluminides by all standard techniques such as grinding, turning, threading,
and drilling has been demonstrated (272–274). However, “iron-aluminum alloys tend to work
harden” and thus “sharp tools and slow speeds are required” (25, appendix A, p. 2). This wisdom
from some 60 years ago is still essentially true. Experience from machining various parts showed
that parameters can be not much different from those for machining high-Cr steels. However,
parameters may vary for different Fe–Al alloys, and shortened tool lifetime and slow speeds have
to be taken into account. Therefore, economical cutting of iron aluminides on an industrial scale
is a critical issue (275).

7.7. Welding
Welding of iron aluminides is possible, but “the weldability of these alloys is very sensitive to
the welding conditions, producing good welds sometimes and severely cracked welds at other
times” (276, p. s372). Pre- and postweld heat treatments can help to avoid cracking by lowering
thermal stresses and driving off residual hydrogen (277, 278). Joints of iron aluminides or of iron
aluminide and steels have been made, the latter preferentially by diffusion bonding. Although
different techniques have been successfully tested, friction stir welding was employed for the more
demanding welding of boride-containing and ODS Fe–Al alloys (279–281).

8. APPLICATIONS
Despite the appealing properties of iron aluminides (i.e., excellent corrosion and wear resistance
and comparably low density) and their economic attractiveness, few applications have been realized. Although many of the obvious applications have been explored on an industrial scale, few
of these undertakings are documented. Use of Pyroferal stopped when strategic elements for the
production of stainless steels became available again after the end of World War II. Pyroferal
was mainly used in industrial furnace equipment, e.g., for pyrite roasting or carburizing; in the
aluminum industry; and for cast turbine parts (11, 12). All these applications have been revisited (24, 212, 228, 252). Turbocharger parts (282) and exhaust valves have been widely explored
and produced for automotive applications (34). Brake discs could be another interesting application, although a single piece of published evidence is not in favor of this application (283).
Tubes and pipes—consisting of iron aluminide; coated by iron aluminides; consisting of a dual
iron aluminide/steel compound structure; or with continuous steel/iron aluminide compositional
gradients produced, e.g., by pack cementation—have been produced for applications in numerous
environments (227, 264, 271, 284, 285). Additionally, use of iron aluminide as cutting blade materials for cutlery or industrial cutting applications has been investigated to some extent (16, 286).
NASA has also identified iron aluminides as a possible lunar engineering material, as it accrues as
a by-product of the production of oxygen and silicon on the moon (287).
Among functional applications, sintered iron aluminide filter elements for hot-gas cleaning
are commercially available (288, 289), and high-temperature filtering of fumes for separation of
arsenic and antimony oxides is currently being investigated (290). More recently, the different
iron aluminide phases have been explored as catalysts. D03 Fe3 Al doped with ruthenium has been
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considered for the electrosynthesis of sodium chlorate and Al13 Fe4 as an active and selective semihydrogenation catalyst (291, 292).
Lack of strength at high temperatures and limited ductility at ambient temperature, both of
which have not been solved by classical alloying concepts like strengthening by carbides, have so
far precluded the wider use of iron aluminide–based alloys. New alloy concepts paired with the
need for cheaper, more sustainable, and more heat-resistant materials have evoked considerable
interest by industries again. A number of efforts are under way to (re)evaluate the use of iron
aluminide–based alloys for aeronautical, automotive, naval, and energy conversion applications.
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